LMF House Meeting 11/6/2011


Tardy:

Diner de Noel:
Sumin will be chef-chef. Adam will be sous-chef. They will doodle a date for this.

Officer Reports:

President Noah: Encourage people to speak French at dinner and elsewise. It is good for our continued existence.

VP/Housing Lizi: Continue living in your rooms; it’s all good.

Food Steward Laura: Cheese in menu fridge is bulk if it’s in a big container. Mozzarella and parmesan currently exist. We bought kitchen materials. Cookie sheets are now to be kept in drawers underneath ovens. Please return sharpies to writey things container. Scoldings:
1) cooking teams should wipe down sinks and areas behind sinks.
2) Be on time.
3) Clean stoves after dinner.
4) Gardés should be labeled. Dessert gardés should be labeled.
5) Move gardés if they won’t be eaten right away.
6) Frigo des Boissons nettoyage should be aggressive.

Tresorier Alan: No major updates.

GRT Todd: Todd will be stepping down early fall of next year. Process will begin to find a new one. Ask questions to Todd. Todd will talk to housemasters.

Secretary Eliz: Nothing.

Environment Chair Erin: Mural vote is close again. We will do simplified café in the kitchen and the other scene in the maisonette. We will begin work soon. Please send pictures.

Education Juan & Ashley Brown: appreciate effort to speak French during marathon. Thanks for coming to cinémaison.

Sports Chair Anna: We went 3-2 and are in the top half of badminton. Mini-badminton tournament within French House? People are interested.

Social Chair Shumin Kimlee: board game night was wonderful. Halloween party was super fantastic. IAP ski trip is a possibility.

NH Representative Shaun: We have had one meeting since the last LMF meeting. We discussed replacement of fitness equipment. Blood boiled and adrenaline ran. Next meeting is on Tuesday in house 4 at 9PM or 10PM. Either come or chat with Shaun before meeting or tell him now.

Technology: Maisonette speakers exist but cables do not. Need new cables. Propose budget for new quarter-inch cables – up to $25 from discretionary fund: 15 YES 3 NO 5 ABSTAIN Kitchen speakers: we’re working on it. We might move one of the kitchen speakers. Tell me if we’re running out of paper for champs-élysées.

GRT Search:
- Final decision should be made at a special GRT meeting. We’ll do 2 freshmen, 1 of all the other classes. Daniel will be the senior. Shaun will be junior. Elizabeth will be the sophomore. Freshmen will be Maggie and Caitlin.